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ABSTRACT

There is a growing literature investigating the relationship between oscillatory neural dynamics measured using electroencephalography (EEG) and/or magnetoencephalography (MEG), and sentence-level language comprehension. Recent proposals have suggested a strong link between predictive coding accounts of the hierarchical flow of information in the brain, and oscillatory neural dynamics in the beta and gamma frequency ranges. We propose that findings relating beta and gamma oscillations to sentence-level language comprehension might be unified under such a predictive coding account. Our suggestion is that oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range may reflect both the active maintenance of the current network configuration responsible for representing the sentence-level meaning under construction, and the top-down propagation of predictions to hierarchically lower processing levels based on that representation. In addition, we suggest that oscillatory activity in the low and middle gamma range reflect the matching of top-down predictions with bottom-up linguistic input, while evoked high gamma might reflect the propagation of bottom-up prediction errors to higher levels of the processing hierarchy. We also discuss some of the implications of this predictive coding framework, and we outline ideas for how these might be tested experimentally.

1. Introduction

Reading, or listening to someone speaking, are the simple kinds of tasks that most people engage in every day of their lives without much difficulty. Yet if one considers that the average reader can easily manage between 250 and 300 words per minute (e.g., Rayner, Pollatsek, Ashby, & Clifton, 2012), it becomes clear that the processing carried out by the language comprehension system must be extremely fast and dynamic.
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One possible explanation for this speed (to be sure, one among many) is that the system may make predictions about upcoming linguistic input. From such a perspective it is surprising that models of language comprehension based on the passive building up of semantic and syntactic structures (from the lexical building blocks activated upon perception of linguistic input) dominated the psycholinguistics literature for so long (e.g., Forster, 1981; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski, 1982; Zwitserlood, 1989). Arguments that prediction was not likely to be involved in language comprehension were generally made based on the observation that at any point while reading or listening there are a large number of possible continuations. Processing costs involved in making incorrect predictions, along with the presumed low percentage of benefits accrued (predictions would not often be correct) made predictive processing accounts unappealing (see van Petten & Luka, 2012 for discussion).

On the other hand, a large number of studies began to show that the processing of a word in a sentence can be facilitated by the constraining sentence context (sometimes even before the word can be uniquely identified; e.g., Altmann 1999; Schwanenflugel & Federmeier 2003; Kamide, Scheepers, & Rayner, 1985; van den Brink, Brown, & Hagoort, 2001; Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981; Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Kamide, 2008; Kamide, Altmann, & Haywood, 2003; Kamide, Scheepers, & Altmann, 2003; Knoeferle, Crocker, Scheepers, & Pickering, 2005; MacDonald, Pearlmuter, & Seidenberg, 1994; McArae, Hare, Elman, & Ferretti, 2005; van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999; Schwanenflugel & Lacout, 1988; Sussman & Sedivy, 2003). The idea that predictive processing could, at least in some circumstances, be beneficial for language comprehension has slowly grown in popularity. By now the notion that (at least some of the time) prediction plays an important role in rapid, dynamic, real-time language comprehension is a widely accepted view (Pickering & Garrod, 2007).

However, within this emerging view there are many outstanding questions. For instance, what are the details about exactly when prediction plays a role (is the system always making predictions or only under certain circumstances when this may be a useful strategy)? How do predictions interact with real-time comprehension? What kinds of information might lead to (strong) predictions? And, crucially, how does the brain implement predictive processing? While we briefly discuss each of these questions we acknowledge that it is not possible to do justice to them all in a single review. The main focus of this review is to outline some ways in which we think that the study of electrophysiology, and in particular oscillatory neural dynamics measured using electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) can contribute to our understanding of predictive processing during language comprehension beyond the level of individual words.

1.1. Event-related potential (ERP) studies and prediction during sentence comprehension

In the last ten to fifteen years a number of ERP studies have investigated the potential role of prediction during sentence-level language comprehension (see e.g., van Berkum, Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, & Hagoort, 2005; DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; Otten, Nieuwland, & Van Berkum, 2007; Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2013; Wicha, Moreno, & Kutas, 2004). The common ingredient used in all these studies to investigate predictive processing was agreement relations between a particular noun and some element preceding the noun. If the constraining sentence context allows readers/listeners to make predictions about the following noun, then lexical information associated with that noun should be available to the comprehension system before the noun is presented and should have an influence on the processing of agreement relations between the noun and the element preceding it.

An effect of prediction on ERP responses has been shown in the context of both gender-marked determiners (Wicha et al., 2004), and adjectives (van Berkum et al., 2005; Otten et al., 2007) preceding some highly expected noun in strongly constraining sentence contexts. These congruity (congruous or incongruous gender agreement) effects prior to the presentation of the word eliciting them are not the result of simple word-priming (Otten et al., 2007) and can occur more than a single word in advance of the target noun (van Berkum et al., 2005). Along similar lines, the effects of prediction on ERP responses have been shown to be graded in nature (DeLong et al., 2005), dependent on the target noun’s cloze probability (a normative measure that in most circumstances can be taken as a proxy for how predicted a particular word is in a given sentence context; cf., Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). In addition to grammatical (van Berkum et al., 2005; Otten et al., 2007; Wicha et al., 2004) and phonological (DeLong et al., 2005) information, it has recently been shown that semantic information (in this case the semantic class of animacy) about an upcoming noun may also be predicted, and has an effect on ERP responses before the target noun (Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2013).

Taken together these studies make a strong case for (graded) predictions during sentence-level language comprehension, and not simply predictions about particular words but also about (at least some) semantic categories of words. They also show that electrophysiological brain responses (in this case ERPs) are sensitive to (at least some of) the processing consequences of these predictions.

In addition to syntactic features associated with specific lexical items (e.g., gender or number marking), other non-local syntactic dependencies may also lead to predictive processing, and the prediction of particular syntactic structures. For example, one prominent account of the P600 ERP component is as a reflection of processes of reanalysis and repair (e.g., Friederici, 2002; Friederici & Mecklinger, 1996). A P600 effect has been reported in the case of syntactic garden path sentences (e.g., Osterhout, Holcomb, & Swinney, 1994), for syntactic ambiguity resolution with object-compared to subject-relative clauses (Mecklinger, Schriefers, Steinhauser, & Friederici, 1995), and for syntactic violations (Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993). All these cases have in common that they involve a preferred syntactic structure that is constructed and needs to be revised or repaired at a point where the input indicates that it is not correct (Friederici & Mecklinger, 1996). Although they have not traditionally be interpreted in this way, it is possible to argue that all these cases involve a prediction (by the language comprehension system) that a particular syntactic construction will
accurately account for the linguistic input. At some point during the sentence, the input provides evidence that this prediction was incorrect, and the P600 may be thought of as the brain’s response to such a failed prediction. Reframing some of the classical P600 findings in this way may provide a hint that readers/listeners make predictions about likely syntactic structures or structural dependencies while reading/listening.

1.2. Prediction and the brain’s language comprehension network

Before moving on to discuss oscillatory neural dynamics during sentence-level language comprehension, we first outline a framework within which we can describe the relationship between predictive processing, the language comprehension system, and their associated functional brain network dynamics. There are a number of models relating the cognitive architecture of sentence-level language comprehension to its underlying neural infrastructure (e.g., Friederici, 2002; Jung-Beeman, 2005; Lau, Phillips, & Poeppel, 2008), but we adopt the framework and terminology used by Hagoort and co-workers (Baggio & Hagoort, 2011; Hagoort, 2005, 2013; Hagoort, Baggio, & Willems, 2009). A memory component, implemented by left temporal cortical areas, is responsible for the retrieval of lexical building blocks containing phonological, syntactic, and semantic properties of individual words. A unification component on the other hand is responsible for combining these building blocks to form a meaningful interpretation of the linguistic input. The unification component is implemented by left inferior frontal cortical regions, and their dynamic, coordinated interaction with left temporal and left inferior parietal cortex (Hagoort, 2014). A third component, the control component, completes the memory, unification, and control (MUC) framework (Hagoort, 2005, 2013) but for our purposes we will focus mainly on the memory and unification components.

The ERP studies discussed in Section 1.2 suggest that the system is likely engaged in ongoing predictive processing whenever possible during sentence-level language comprehension. Typically, while one reads or listens to a sentence, the predictability of upcoming linguistic information increases from beginning to end (because there are more plausible possibilities for continuing the sentence at the beginning than near the end of a sentence). In terms of the MUC framework pre-activation of specific lexical items or semantic categories, as well as biases towards particular syntactic structures due to prediction are the result of the dynamic interaction between the unification component and the memory component. The unification component sends feedback to the memory component during each word processing cycle (Hagoort, 2013), and in the case of highly constraining contexts (or in other cases where the system might use predictive processing) this information may prompt the memory component to pre-activate highly predicted lexical items (or at least some of the information associated with those items, e.g., their semantic category). Similarly, predictions about particular syntactic structures could bias the weighting of connections between nodes in the syntactic representation being built. The unification component would be responsible for this weighting, while the memory component would activate the syntactic treelets containing relevant syntactic nodes (Hagoort, 2005).

1.3. Fast oscillatory neural dynamics during language comprehension

A large amount of evidence has accumulated over the last two or more decades suggesting that the coupling and uncoupling of functional networks in the brain is related to patterns of neural synchronization and desynchronization (Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2006; Bastiaansen, Mazaheri, & Jensen, 2012; Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999b; Singer, 1993, 2011; Varela, Lachaux, Rodriguez, & Martinerie, 2001; Womelsdorf et al., 2007). One instance of this occurs when areas that are part of the same functional network are linked by synchronous oscillatory firing in the same frequency range. Conceptually, synchronous repetitive firing of neurons increases the probability that they entrain one another and thereby activates participating functional networks at particular frequencies (König & Schillen, 1991). In this way the brain achieves frequency-specific segregation of information being processed by different functional networks. On the other hand, frequency-specific oscillatory neural synchrony also binds together information represented in different elements or subcomponents of the same functional network (Gray, König, Engel, & Singer, 1989). Another instance that has recently received a large amount of interest (and which is beyond the scope of this review) is cross-frequency coupling, where the phase of low frequency oscillations modulate the amplitude of oscillations in a higher frequency range (e.g., Lisman & Jensen, 2013). Such oscillatory neural phenomena typically have similar functions across multiple spatial and temporal scales. Modulations of frequency-specific power are often associated with synchrony within local neural populations, while modulations of frequency-specific phase coupling measures (e.g. coherence or phase-locking value) are most often associated with synchrony between more distant neural populations (inter-area synchrony). There is however no clear distinction between local and inter-area synchrony, and hence no guarantee that power always measures local synchrony and coherence always measures inter-area communication (Varela et al., 2001).

We should note that the alpha frequency band (around 8–12 Hz) and perhaps, to some extent also the beta frequency band (around 13–30 Hz), do not straightforwardly fit in this framework. It has been observed that desynchronization in the alpha frequency range in a specific brain area sometimes entails the engagement/activation of that brain area, especially when related to motor (Bastiaansen & Brunia, 2001; Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999a; Pfurtscheller, Neuper, Andrew, & Edlinger, 1997) and sensory (Bastiaansen & Brunia, 2001) processing. Similarly, beta-band desynchronization has often been related to motor cortex activation (see e.g., Parke, Bastiaansen, & Norris, 2006; Pfurtscheller, Stanciuc, & Neuper, 1996; Pfurtscheller, Zalaudek, & Neuper, 1998). The exact relationship between alpha/beta desynchronization and the process of functional network recruitment (in the sense of König & Schillen, 1991) and binding (in the sense of Gray et al., 1989) is yet to be established.
A growing body of literature has accumulated relating sentence-level language comprehension to event-related changes in EEG and MEG oscillations (e.g., Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2010; Bastiaansen, Magyari, & Hagoort, 2010; Peña & Melloni, 2012; for review see Bastiaansen et al., 2012; Lewis, Wang, & Bastiaansen, 2015). Such studies typically investigate patterns of fast temporal dynamics associated with the coupling and uncoupling of nodes in the brain’s language network. Effects have been found in all the classical frequency ranges, with for example theta oscillations being linked to lexical retrieval operations and semantic working memory, and alpha being linked to task-specific working memory load (Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2006; Bastiaansen et al., 2012; Meyer, Obleser, & Friederici, 2013; Weiss et al., 2005). Bastiaansen and Hagoort (2010) proposed the ‘frequency segregation of unification’ hypothesis, which integrates a substantial body of empirical data into a framework in which oscillatory activity in the beta and gamma frequency bands reflect syntactic and semantic unification operations respectively. We have recently reviewed the evidence both for and against that hypothesis, and suggested that beta and gamma oscillations during sentence-level language comprehension may be at least equally well, or perhaps even better explained in relation to predictive processing, and maintenance/change of the current cognitive set respectively (Lewis et al., 2015).

1.4. Predictive coding and hierarchical Bayesian inference

In Section 2.1 we will outline how we think (at least some aspects of) oscillatory neural dynamics during sentence-level language comprehension might be explained in a predictive coding framework. Here we provide a brief outline of the particular flavor of predictive coding we will adopt (Friston, 2005). In this framework, brain systems are considered to be hierarchically structured, with higher hierarchical levels creating probabilistic (or forward) models designed to explain cortical (or sub-cortical) activity at lower levels (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2005).

For any two hierarchical levels, predictions are made at the higher level and propagated to the lower level in a top-down fashion. Here, such predictions are matched with bottom-up information (the actual activity in that lower level based on its inputs) to compute a prediction error (the difference between the prediction and the actual activity). Bottom-up information takes the form of the prediction errors themselves, so that this information contains only the amount of surprisal (an information theoretic measure of how far off the predictions actually were) based on the mismatch between the prediction and the actual activity in the lower hierarchical level. Those prediction errors are then used by the higher hierarchical level to update the predictions being made about the activity at the level below (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2005).

In the framework of Friston (2005), each hierarchical level contains both representational units and error units. Representational units represent activity at the current hierarchical level, provide top-down predictions to lower hierarchical levels, and receive inputs from error units at lower hierarchical levels with which they update predictions (or forward models) at the current level. Error units on the other hand receive input from representational units at the current and at higher hierarchical levels. They compute prediction errors based on the mismatch between top-down predictions and bottom-up information (activity at the current level) and send those prediction errors to higher hierarchical levels. Error units at the same hierarchical level also interact in order to decorrelate and laterally inhibit one another. The system attempts to minimize prediction error, and in this way achieve an optimal model of the events or causes of activity at different hierarchical levels (for more details see Friston, 2005).

The actual organization of the brain is of course far more complicated than the simple picture outlined above, with multiple hierarchical layers (often embedded within sub-layers) and fast, dynamic interactions between layers resulting in the constant updating and refinement of myriad forward-models at different hierarchical levels. Nonetheless, the static view outlined above provides a useful descriptive tool for probing the relationship between predictive coding, oscillatory neural dynamics, and various cognitive phenomena (for a formal description of a more dynamic implementation see e.g., Friston, 2005). This framework has been highly successful in accounting for a wide range of phenomena with a relatively simple mechanistic explanation of how information flows between and within cortical (and sub-cortical) hierarchies (e.g., spike-time dependent plasticity (STDP) during learning, classical and extra-classical receptive field properties in vision, repetition suppression, priming effects, ERP responses to learned sequences; see Friston, 2005 for details). In the next section we will see whether applying some of these principles to sentence-level language comprehension might prove useful in better understanding its neural implementation.

2. Beta and gamma oscillatory dynamics during language comprehension

Thus far we have briefly discussed prediction during sentence-level language comprehension, oscillatory neural dynamics in relation to the formation of functional brain networks, and a predictive coding framework for understanding the flow of information between hierarchical levels in the brain. In Section 2.1 we attempt to unify these three areas of investigation, and in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we review the available data from this new perspective, in order to evaluate its explanatory power.

2.1. Language comprehension, neural oscillations, and predictive coding

It has been shown experimentally in monkey visual cortex and in rat somatosensory cortex (although the hope is that the general principles will also apply in humans) that gamma oscillations are most prominently expressed in supragranular cortical layers (L2/3), while beta oscillations are more prominent in infragranular (and granular) layers (L4/5; Maier, Adams, Aura, & Leopold, 2010; Roopun et al., 2006, 2008). At the same time, feedforward connections predominantly originate in superficial layers (L2/3) and terminate in L4, while
feedback connections originate from deeper layers (L4/5) and terminate outside of L4 (Bastos et al., 2012). This has led to the proposal (Wang, 2010) that within cortical hierarchies, feedforward signaling may be mediated by high frequency oscillations (in the gamma range for instance) compared to feedback signaling, which may be mediated by oscillations at lower frequencies (in the beta or alpha range). Bastos et al. (2012) have suggested that this principle might constitute a canonical form of hierarchical functional organization in the brain. The proposal is that within a cortical processing hierarchy, gamma oscillations might predominate for bottom-up interactions, while beta oscillations might predominate in the top-down direction. The levels of such processing hierarchies can be restricted to local cortical regions (e.g., occipital cortex for most of the visual system), but can also span non-local cortical regions (e.g., left inferior frontal cortex and left middle temporal cortex for two important parts of the core language processing hierarchy).

Bastos et al. (2012) have also proposed that this canonical hierarchical organizing principle might provide physiological correlates of the implementation of predictive coding within cortical hierarchies. From a predictive coding perspective, top-down information (conveyed by feedback connections) provides context for lower-level processing over slower time scales (beta oscillations), while bottom-up information (conveyed by feedforward connections) works on faster time scales (gamma oscillations) propagating prediction errors up the hierarchy in order to rapidly adapt predictions at these higher levels. This implies that oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range might be a proxy for top-down predictions about activity at lower hierarchical levels within a cortical hierarchy, while gamma oscillations might be an indication of the forward propagation of prediction errors to higher cortical levels in order to update predictions at these higher levels. The proposal about the relationship between beta oscillations and maintenance/change of the current cognitive set (Bressler & Richter, 2015). Beta increases indicate that the current NCN configuration is being actively maintained, while beta decreases indicate that the current NCN configuration is under revision/change.

Our previous proposal about the relationship between beta oscillations and maintenance/change of the current cognitive set (Lewis et al., 2015) is thus subsumed under the current proposal of an NCN for representation and construction of the current sentence-level meaning. As pointed out by Bressler and Richter (2015), beta oscillations could be simultaneously involved in both the maintenance of the current NCN, as well as the propagation of top-down predictions (perhaps based on the information represented or processed in the NCN) to lower levels in the cortical processing hierarchy (Fig. 1). We would like to emphasize that these two related roles of beta oscillations are entirely compatible with one another. The representation of information in a distributed NCN and the use of that information to make predictions in a top-down fashion in our opinion constitute closely related and heavily interdependent forms of neural processing. In the case of sentence-level language comprehension, beta synchrony may therefore be responsible for the active maintenance of the current NCN supporting sentence-level meaning construction, as well as the top-down transfer of predictions that the sentence-level meaning might convey to lower levels (e.g., the memory component responsible for lexical retrieval) of the cortical processing hierarchy. Such predictions can be about individual words, but also about other units of linguistic information (e.g., particular syntactic constructions; cf. Levy, 2011).

We have suggested a role for oscillatory activity in the gamma band during sentence-level language comprehension in matching incoming linguistic input with pre-activated lexical representations (Lewis et al., 2015). This was proposed based on the ‘match-and-utilization’ model of Herrmann, Munk, and Engel (2004), as well as on earlier proposals for language processing from Peña and Melloni (2012), and from Wang, Zhu, and Bastiaansen (2012). The idea is that gamma activity reflects a match between strong top-down predictions and bottom-up linguistic input. We now tentatively suggest that the gamma activity in this case may reflect synchrony between neural populations (containing representational and error units), related to both the pre-activated lexical representation that matches the input (synchrony results in resonance within the local neural population for that representation) and the suppression of neural populations (and hence lateral inhibition of competing error units at the same hierarchical level) related to competing lexical representations (synchrony results in increased inhibition of connected neural populations that are not part of the matching representation). Reciprocal lateral connections (which tend to be inhibitory in nature) within the same hierarchical processing level would perform the function of lateral inhibition of competing representations, and such reciprocal lateral connections are indeed present in the cortex (Bastos et al., 2012). Functionally, once a clear match is made between a pre-activated lexical item (strong prediction) and the input, competing lexical representations should be strongly suppressed. In the case of input that is incongruent with the preceding sentence context no gamma synchrony occurs because the linguistic input does not match any top-down
predictions. Similarly, when the target word is less predictable (e.g., for less constraining sentence contexts) but still congruent with the preceding sentence context, there are no (or perhaps only weak) top-down predictions with which the incoming bottom-up linguistic input can match, and hence no gamma synchrony is observed.

The Bastos et al. (2012) framework explicitly suggests that prediction errors should be sent up the cortical hierarchy via oscillatory activity in the high gamma range. This is not depicted in the figure but the network comprises (amongst others) nodes from left inferior frontal gyrus, left inferior parietal and left temporal cortex. Based on this sentence-level meaning, the system generates a prediction at U. This prediction is sent down the processing hierarchy (via oscillatory activity in the beta band) from an R unit at U to an E unit at M, where the prediction is matched with incoming linguistic information (sent from the R unit at M to the E unit at that same level) to compute a prediction error. That prediction error is sent back up the processing hierarchy (via oscillatory activity in the high gamma range) from an E unit at M to an R unit at U (but also to an R unit at M to update representation units at the same level) so that the generative model (and hence the prediction) at this higher level can be updated if necessary. When the input matches a strong prediction (e.g., in our example the input is ‘mountain’) this results in an increase in low-mid gamma power reflecting the match, as well as strong lateral inhibition (not depicted in the figure) of competing representation and error units at the same hierarchical level.

Fig. 1 – Simplified illustration of the proposed hierarchical flow of information during language comprehension. Blue boxes refer to different levels of the processing hierarchy. We focus (highlighted portion of figure) on levels corresponding to the memory component (M) and the unification component (U) from the MUC framework (Hagoort, 2013). Also pictured (but not highlighted) are an input level (I) for auditory, visual or other types of input to the language comprehension system, and a higher level (H) for things like cognitive control or other forms of higher-level processing. Within each hierarchical layer there are multiple representation (R) and error (E) units. Those in orange are relevant for our example, while those in green indicate (more than one pair of) potential competing representation and error units. Not pictured in the figure (to avoid the figure becoming too cluttered) are inhibitory lateral connections between these (orange and green) representation and error units at the same hierarchical level, responsible for lateral inhibition of competing representations. In the example from the figure, a reader has read the input ‘The climbers finally reached the top of the’ and makes a strong prediction that the next word will be ‘mountain’. We have suggested that nodes in the NCN responsible for constructing and maintaining a representation of the sentence-level meaning are linked via oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range. This is not depicted in the figure but the network comprises (amongst others) nodes from left inferior frontal gyrus, left inferior parietal and left temporal cortex.
gamma frequencies, while thus far we have only discussed gamma within the same hierarchical processing level (resonance when top-down predictions match bottom-up input and concomitant lateral inhibition of competing representations). The gamma effects reported in Lewis et al. (2015) are primarily effects in the low and middle gamma range (approximately 35–75 Hz). We suggest that prediction errors might be propagated to higher levels of the processing hierarchy by evoked gamma at higher frequencies (approximately 80–130 Hz; see e.g., Fontolan, Morillon, Liegeois-Chauvel, & Giraud, 2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012), while gamma in the lower and middle frequency ranges are a reflection of lateral connections within the same hierarchical processing level (Fig. 1). Our proposal is admittedly somewhat speculative at this stage, but we feel justified in speculating since in our opinion further empirical investigation could yield great benefits for our understanding of the relationship between language comprehension and hierarchical neural information processing.

The proposal then is that during sentence-level language comprehension, beta activity reflects the formation and active maintenance/change of an NCN responsible for the construction of a sentence-level meaning representation. Beta may also reflect the propagation of predictions (based on the information represented in that NCN) to lower levels of the processing hierarchy, sometimes leading to lexical pre-activation. Low and middle gamma activity reflects a match between highly predictable (and so pre-activated) lexical representations and the incoming linguistic input. This gamma synchrony may be an index of both resonance between representational (and error) units related to the activated lexical item, and lateral inhibition of competing representations when a clear match comes about. We have also suggested that prediction errors may be propagated up the processing hierarchy by evoked high gamma oscillations. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we review the available evidence to see whether it supports our claims about beta and gamma respectively.

As an important aside, we have suggested that it might be viable to understand neural oscillations from the perspective of the underlying network dynamics they reflect and the flow of information between and within cortical processing hierarchies. On this view different cognitive processes and/or functions differentially recruit these networks in various ways in order to carry out computations, or to represent relevant information (for related ideas see e.g., Siegel, Donner, & Engel, 2012). The frequency-specific oscillatory dynamics reflect the underlying cortical network dynamics rather than being a direct reflection of some cognitive process or function (i.e., nothing in the network dynamics itself determines what kind of cognitive function is being implemented, but if we know what cognitive function is being investigated we can certainly link that function in that context to the underlying pattern of network dynamics). This proposal implies that a description of some cognitive phenomenon at the level of oscillatory neural dynamics (and from a predictive coding perspective) provides just one level of description (linking cognitive function to the dynamics in underlying neural systems), and in order to fully understand that phenomenon an appropriate description is also necessary at the cognitive-functional level (which is how the system is defined in the first place). While it may sometimes be the case that there is a one-to-one mapping between a neural, systems level explanation and a cognitive-functional level explanation, we would suggest that this is rarely the case for higher-order cognitive functions, and so both levels of explanation are necessary.

2.2. Beta oscillations and NeuroCognitive Networks

All the studies discussed in this and the next section were specifically designed to investigate the relationship between neural oscillations and some particular aspect of sentence-level language comprehension. Next we discuss these studies in relation to our suggested predictive coding framework, however in so doing we do not wish to detract from any insights they may have provided about language processing.

A number of studies have compared syntactically legal sentences (e.g., ‘Janneke got the blessing at the river’) to sentences containing a syntactic violation (e.g., ‘Janneke got the to bless at the river’; Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Davidson & Indefrey, 2007; Kielar, Meltzer, Moreno, Alain, & Bialystok, 2014; Pérez, Molinaro, Mancini, Barraza, & Carreiras, 2012). They have all reported that power in the beta frequency range is higher at the target word for syntactically legal sentences compared to sentences containing a syntactic violation. Bastiaansen et al. (2010) have also shown that power in the beta band is higher at the target word for syntactically legal sentences compared to the same words in random order (e.g., ‘The the Janneke blessing got river at’). Extending these findings, Bastiaansen et al. (2010) showed that beta power increases linearly over the course of syntactically legal sentences, remains consistently low over the course of random word lists (see also Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2010 for a replication of these findings), and for sentences containing syntactic violations shows a linear increase up to the point of the violating word before rapidly returning to baseline levels. These findings have been taken as support for the idea that oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range might be related to syntactic unification operations during sentence-level language comprehension (e.g., Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2010; Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Lewis et al., 2013).

Further support for this idea comes from studies showing that beta power is higher for sentences which are more demanding in terms of syntactic unification load than for less demanding sentences. Bastiaansen and Hagoort (2006) reported that beta power was higher for syntactically more demanding center-embedded (e.g., ‘The mouse that the cat chased ran away’) compared to right-branching relative clauses (e.g., ‘The cat that chased the mouse ran away’). Similarly, syntactically more demanding object-relative clauses showed higher beta coherence just after the relative clause than their simpler subject-relative counterparts (Weiss et al., 2005). Meyer et al. (2013) showed that beta power was higher for long-compared to short-distance subject-verb agreement dependencies at the point in a sentence where the agreement relation between a subject and subsequent verb had to be computed. Since syntactic working memory load is higher for long-compared to short-distance dependencies, this leads to higher load on the system responsible for syntactic...
unification, and this result can thus be interpreted as support for a link between beta band oscillations and syntactic unification.

So far, all the evidence seems to point strongly to a link between oscillatory activity in the beta band and syntactic unification operations during sentence-level language comprehension. Not all the data are consistent with this interpretation however. For one thing, semantic violations (e.g., ‘The climbers finally reached the top of the mountain’) elicit decreases in beta power relative to semantically (and syntactically) legal sentences (e.g., ‘The climbers finally reached the top of the mountain’; Kielar et al., 2014; Luo, Zhang, Feng, & Zhou, 2010; Wang, Jensen, et al., 2012). Luo et al. (2010) also showed a beta power decrease for rhythmically abnormal target nouns (in verb–noun pairs in Chinese) compared to their rhythmically normal counterparts. Furthermore, Pérez et al. (2012) showed that for Spanish ‘Unagreement’ (where there is a mismatch between the grammatical person feature marking on the subject and the verb of a sentence, but where that sentence still remains perfectly grammatical; see Pérez et al., 2012 for more details) there is a decrease in beta power (similar to the beta power decrease reported above for the genuine agreement violation condition in that study) compared to syntactically legal sentences. Since ‘Unagreement’ does not strictly speaking represent a case of syntactic violation it is not clear why syntactic unification should be disrupted in this case, and so the beta power decrease is unlikely to reflect syntactic unification difficulties.

We therefore proposed (Lewis et al., 2015) that the more domain-general framework of Engel and Fries (2010) might provide a better explanation for the beta findings reported above. On that account beta power increases reflect active maintenance of the current cognitive set (which we defined as the current sentence-level meaning representation under construction), while decreases in beta power reflect a change in the current cognitive set (and an associated change in the underlying functional network configuration). If we extend this idea to the framework proposed in Section 2.1, beta power reflects the maintenance of the NCN responsible for the construction and representation of the current sentence-level meaning during unification. A decrease in beta power would signal a change in the current NCN as a result of some cue in the linguistic signal indicating to the system that the current sentence-level meaning representation needs to be revised. In addition to maintenance of the current NCN, beta synchrony reflects the top-down flow of predictions from higher to lower levels of the processing hierarchy. This fits well with the idea that when unification is proceeding normally, the NCN is maintained and predictions can be confidently propagated down the processing hierarchy (and this is reflected in increased beta activity). When there are cues in the linguistic input indicating that the current NCN needs to change, the context provided by the current sentence-level meaning no longer provides reliable predictions to the lower levels of the processing hierarchy, and so it makes sense that the system would suppress the flow of such top-down information (resulting in lower beta activity in those cases).

Under this proposal, we can easily account for the cases of syntactic and semantic violations (and similarly for rhythmic ‘violations’ and the case of ‘Unagreement’ in Spanish, where although not ungrammatical the agreement mismatch would constitute an unexpected event for the system) by realizing that they might act as cues to the language comprehension system indicating that the current sentence-level meaning under construction is incorrect in some way and needs to be changed. This would result in a change in the underlying NCN and hence the beta power decrease observed relative to syntactically and semantically legal sentences. This decrease in beta power may also reflect diminished confidence in the predictions that can be sent to lower levels of the processing hierarchy based on the current sentence-level meaning. The cases where increased syntactic unification load results in increased beta power can be dealt with if we accept that an increase in syntactic unification load may act as a cue to the language comprehension system indicating that the current NCN needs to be actively maintained. According to Engel and Fries (2010) this would result in an increase in beta power relative to the conditions with lower syntactic unification load, and this is exactly what was observed. The increased beta may also reflect the need for higher weighting of top-down predictions (in order to prioritize information related to the current NCN) in the case of syntactically more demanding sentences. A related alternative explanation of the Meyer et al. (2013) findings might be that the long distance agreement dependencies allow for stronger predictions about when the dependency resolving verb is likely to appear (cf., Levy, 2008). If that is the case, greater reliance on such top-down predictions would explain the higher beta power at the verb for the long-compared to the short-distance dependencies.

Strong support for our proposal comes from a recent turn-taking experiment where participants listened to recordings of natural speech and had to press a button when they predicted that their interlocutor would finish their turn (Magyari, Bastiaansen, de Ruiter, & Levinson, 2014). Stimuli were constructed so that in one condition the turn-end was highly predictable, while in the other it was unpredictable. A large decrease in beta power was present just before the key-press in the highly predictable condition, while in the unpredictable condition there was an increase in beta power before the key-press. Under our proposal, in the highly predictable condition the language comprehension system predicts that the current NCN will soon need to change (in preparation for constructing a new sentence-level meaning representation) and that results in the decrease in beta power. In the unpredictable condition on the other hand, the language comprehension system in engaged in ongoing sentence-level meaning construction and has no reason to expect it to change yet, so the current NCN should be maintained and this results in the observed increase in beta power.

2.3. Gamma oscillations and predictive processing

By now there are a number of studies that have compared sentences containing a semantically highly predictable target word (e.g., ‘The Dutch trains are yellow and blue’; normally measured using a cloze probability test) to sentences containing a semantic violation (e.g., ‘The Dutch trains are sour and blue’; Hald, Bastiaansen, & Hagoort, 2006; Penolazzi, Angrilli, & Job, 2009; Rommers, Dijkstra, & Bastiaansen, 2013;
Wang, Zhu, et al., 2012; Weiss & Mueller, 2003). They have all reported increased power (or in one case coherence; Weiss & Mueller, 2003) in the gamma frequency range for highly predictable target words compared to semantic violations. Extending these findings, Bastiaansen and Hagoort (2010) showed larger gamma power throughout the sentence for semantically legal sentences compared to sentences containing syntactic prose (syntactically acceptable sentences devoid of any sentence-level meaning, e.g., ‘The dusty prison engraves the gender for the innocent throat’). In another study, higher gamma power was found for referentially correct target words compared to referentially ambiguous or referentially failing critical words (van Berkum, Zwitserlood, Bastiaansen, Brown, & Hagoort, 2004). Using a slightly different approach Peña and Melloni (2012) found increased gamma power when monolingual participants listened to sentences in their native language, which was absent when listening to sentences in either a phonologically related or unrelated language.

The evidence reviewed so far all support the suggestion of a strong link between oscillatory activity in the gamma frequency range, and semantic unification (Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2010; Lewis et al., 2015). There are however data that are not consistent with this proposal. For instance, an increase in gamma power was observed following target words that violated participants’ world-knowledge (while still being semantically congruent within their sentence context), but not for semantically legal sentences or sentences containing semantic violations (Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen, & Petersson, 2004). The increased gamma power in the world-knowledge violation condition may be interpreted as reflecting increased demands on semantic unification, whereas semantic unification is not possible in the semantic violation condition. This however does not explain the absent gamma power increase (which would be predicted if gamma power is an index of semantic unification) for the semantically legal condition. Perhaps even more problematic for the gamma-semantic unification link are studies showing no gamma power increase for semantically congruent but less highly predicted words. Wang, Jensen, et al. (2012) and Wang, Zhu, et al. (2012) had a condition where target words were semantically congruent, but had relatively low cloze probability scores (and hence were less predictable). They showed a gamma power increase only for highly predictable words, but not for the less predictable words, or the semantic violations. This seems to indicate that gamma power reflects the predictability of the upcoming word in its sentence context rather than semantic unification. Further evidence for this comes from a study that also compared high to low cloze probability target words in a sentence context (Molinaro, Barraza, & Carreiras, 2013). They used phase-locking values to show higher transient phase-coupling between frontal and posterior electrodes in the gamma frequency range for the high cloze condition compared to the low cloze condition. Finally, using mixed-effects modeling, Monsalve, Pérez, and Molinaro (2014) showed that cloze probability was a significant positive predictor of gamma power, so that higher cloze probability meant higher gamma power.

We therefore proposed (Lewis et al., 2015; see Peña & Melloni, 2012; Wang, Jensen, et al., 2012; Wang, Zhu, et al., 2012 for related earlier proposals) that the findings relating oscillatory neural dynamics in the gamma frequency range to sentence-level language comprehension may be better captured under the more domain general ‘match-and-utilization’ framework proposed by Herrmann et al. (2004). Under this account lexical items are pre-activated due to strong top-down predictions based on the context provided by the sentence-level meaning under construction during unification. When the bottom-up linguistic input matches a pre-activated lexical item (or its features) this gives rise to an increase in gamma power. When no pre-activation takes place, or when the linguistic input does not match a prediction, there should be no increase in gamma power (and perhaps even a decrease). Extending these ideas to the framework proposed in Section 2.1, gamma activity in this case reflects resonance between populations of neurons acting as representational and error units that are related to the pre-activated lexical item. This resonance binds information related to the lexical representation while suppressing competing lexical representations (by laterally inhibiting neural populations acting as error units for competing lexical items or features at the same hierarchical processing level). When the input does not match a strong prediction no resonance takes place as a different lexical item needs to be retrieved. Similarly, when no strong prediction (and hence no lexical pre-activation) is present there should also be no resonance (or perhaps delayed resonance) until an appropriate lexical item can be selected and the representational and error units associated with that item can be activated.

This proposal easily accounts for the cases where gamma power increases for highly predicted target words compared to semantic violations (Hald et al., 2006; Penolazzi et al., 2009; Rommers et al., 2013; Wang, Zhu, et al., 2012; Weiss & Mueller, 2003). In the case of highly predicted target words, these lexical items are pre-activated based on the sentence-level meaning. When they match the linguistic input, resonance occurs in the low and/or middle gamma frequency range, binding together representational and error units associated with that lexical representation, while at the same time laterally inhibiting competing error units on the same hierarchical level to suppress competing lexical representations. For semantic violations the linguistic input does not match the pre-activated lexical representation and thus no gamma power (or coherence) increase is present. For the comparison of semantically legal sentences with sentences consisting of syntactic prose (Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2010), each upcoming word would be more predictable in the case of semantically legal sentences (where construction of a sentence-level meaning representation is possible) than in the case of syntactic prose (where no sentence-level meaning representation from which to make predictions about the next word would be present), and this would result in the observed higher gamma power throughout the sentence for the semantically legal condition compared to the syntactic prose condition. The reported higher gamma power for referentially successful target words (van Berkum et al., 2004) could reflect a match between a prediction about the upcoming referent and the actual linguistic input. For referentially ambiguous and referentially failing target words the input does not match the prediction and so no gamma power increase is observed. People are more
likely to make strong predictions about upcoming words while listening to sentences in their native language than when listening to sentences in a language they do not speak/understand, and this explains the increased gamma power observed when listening to one’s native language compared to listening to phonologically related and unrelated languages (Peña & Melloni, 2012).

The cases comparing sentences containing a highly predictable target word with sentences containing a less predictable (but still semantically congruent) target word (Molinaro et al., 2013; Monsalve et al., 2014; Wang, Jensen, et al., 2012; Wang, Zhu, et al., 2012) are also easily explained under this proposal. In the case of the less predictable target words, no (or perhaps less) pre-activation occurs and so there is no pre-activated lexical item (or features) with which the incoming linguistic input could match. The absence of a gamma power (or transient phase-locking) increase thus indicates that representational and error units at that level (and hence all potential lexical representations) are still competing for selection at the time that the linguistic input reaches that level of the processing hierarchy.

The only result we are aware of linking oscillatory activity in the gamma frequency range to sentence-level language comprehension that can’t be captured under our predictive coding framework, is the gamma power increase for world-knowledge violations, and the absence of a gamma power increase for semantically legal sentences (Hagoort et al., 2004). We have suggested (based on arguments in Monsalve et al., 2014) that this anomaly may be due to different strategies for the allocation of attention between the studies, as a result of the different composition of the experimental lists (Lewis et al., 2015). Furthermore, a recent study (Metzner, von der Malsburg, Vasishth, & Rösler, 2014) has tried unsuccessfully to replicate the gamma findings from Hagoort et al. (2004). There are many reasons why such a replication might fail (a different analysis method for instance might be less sensitive to the detection of effects in the gamma frequency range), only one of which is that the original result was an incidental finding. We refer to this failed replication mainly to point out that the Hagoort et al. (2004) results are an interesting finding. We have tentatively suggested that high gamma reflects the bottom-up propagation of prediction errors to higher hierarchical processing levels. What we know least about so far is the role of high gamma in sentence-level language comprehension (beyond the auditory processing system), and whether or not low and middle gamma actively inhibit competing representations after a match is made between top-down predictions and bottom-up linguistic input, or mainly reflects resonance due to that match. We have already proposed a few ideas for further testing our prediction/maintenance hypothesis (Lewis et al., 2015) and below we will suggest a few more, along with some possibilities for testing some of the additional aspects (just described) introduced here under a predictive coding framework.

3. Some suggestions for future research

To recap briefly, we have suggested a role for oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range during sentence-level language comprehension in the active maintenance or change of an NCN responsible for representing the current sentence-level meaning under construction. We have also implicated beta in providing top-down predictions to lower hierarchical levels on the basis of that sentence-level meaning. Our proposal links oscillatory activity in the low and middle gamma frequency range to a match between pre-activated lexical items and incoming linguistic input. We have tentatively suggested that high gamma reflects the bottom-up propagation of prediction errors to higher hierarchical processing levels. What we know least about so far is the role of high gamma in sentence-level language comprehension (beyond the auditory processing system), and whether or not low and middle gamma actively inhibit competing representations after a match is made between top-down predictions and bottom-up linguistic input, or mainly reflects resonance due to that match. We have already proposed a few ideas for further testing our prediction/maintenance hypothesis (Lewis et al., 2015) and below we will suggest a few more, along with some possibilities for testing some of the additional aspects (just described) introduced here under a predictive coding framework.

One consequence of the proposal is that any time a strong prediction about some upcoming lexical item matches the linguistic input there should be a gamma power increase at the associated hierarchical level(s). It might be interesting to manipulate the degree of predictability that is necessary before resonance occurs in the gamma range. We could construct stimuli with different levels of predictability and see what the effect is on gamma oscillations. In this regard it would be useful to have a reliable method for quantifying predictability. Smith and Levy (2013) have shown that the predictability of a word in a particular sentence context is logarithmically related to reading times over six orders of magnitude. This suggests that cloze probability scores are not a good measure for the effects of word predictability in a sentence context on processing difficulty (especially when attempting to experimentally match the levels of predictability of unexpected words). Instead we might try using surprisal measures (in this setting, a measure of a word’s negative log-transformed conditional probability based on the preceding sentence context; e.g., Levy, 2008; however, surprisal measures can be applied to other linguistic units one finds relevant to investigate, e.g., parts of speech, and can even be modified to account for predictions about...
particular syntactic structures; cf. Levy, 2011) estimated based on large data corpora using computational models (e.g., Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2013; Smith & Levy, 2013). It was recently shown that word surprisal is a significant predictor for the amplitude of the N400 (Frank et al., 2013), with more surprising words giving rise to larger N400 amplitudes. This might constitute a good measure by which to manipulate the predictability of an upcoming word and hence to investigate just how predictable a word needs to be in some sentence context in order for pre-activation of its lexical representation to occur and for the matching linguistic input to give rise to gamma resonance between representational and error units at the same hierarchical processing level. In fact it may not even be necessary to experimentally manipulate predictability, as surprisal values will generally be quite variable over the course of natural texts and it may be possible to show a relationship between these values and gamma power using correlation-based methods.

An aspect of oscillatory dynamics that has not really been addressed during sentence-level language comprehension (although there is some work on this for the auditory system; e.g., Fontolan et al., 2014) is directed interactions between different levels of the cortical processing hierarchy, using measures like Granger Causality (e.g., Fontolan et al., 2014) or Dynamic Causal Modeling (e.g., Friston et al., 2015). Our proposal makes clear predictions about the direction of information flow during language comprehension and this could be an interesting avenue to explore using tasks that are expected to elicit different levels of top-down and bottom-up information flow. Semantic or syntactic violations represent such a case, because after a violation the language comprehension system should shift the emphasis to a more bottom-up mode of processing and rely less on (apparently unreliable) top-down predictions based on the sentence-level meaning. This implies that we could use the kind of well-established paradigms already discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, and just focus our analyses more on the direction of information flow between hierarchical processing levels rather than the power or coherence of neural oscillations at different frequencies.

If NCNs are maintained via beta oscillations in the support and construction of the current sentence-level meaning, a question arises about exactly how far they might extend in terms of the information that is processed/represented within such networks. Do they represent only the current sentence-level meaning (in which case other information that impinges on the construction of such a meaning representation, like discourse information or other types of visual or auditory information that might be relevant in that context, would need to be represented elsewhere and only have an effect on the NCN) or do they also incorporate representations of previous discourse information and relevant auditory and visual contextual information for instance? Our account suggests that we might be able to probe these questions by manipulating various sources of information and checking how this affects oscillatory activity in the beta frequency range. We could for instance compare sentences embedded within very rich discourse contexts with the same sentences embedded within discourse contexts that do not provide much additional information than the sentences themselves, and see how beta is modulated. It has been shown that discourse-level information can have an effect on sentence-level processing (see e.g., Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2006), so it may be the case that this discourse contextual information results in additional nodes being incorporated into the NCN responsible for processing the current sentence-level meaning. If that is the case we might expect to see modulations of beta power within this NCN, or potentially more widely spatially distributed beta synchrony. Alternatively we could vary visual or auditory contextual information (by presenting pictures or sounds) while participants read/listen to sentences and see how beta is modulated. In that case we would of course need appropriate controls for the addition of visual or auditory properties of the pictures/sounds.

Another consequence of the idea that decreases in beta power may reflect a change in the current NCN is that beta power might be negatively correlated with the amplitude of the P600 ERP component. One interpretation of the P600 has been as an index of processes of repair or reanalysis (e.g., Friederici, 2002; Kaan, 2002) and in such cases the current NCN would presumably need to change resulting in decreased beta power. Davidson and Indefrey (2007) did not find any relationship between beta power and the amplitude of the P600 in their study containing syntactic violations, but they were not able to clearly separate the alpha and beta frequency ranges in their statistical analysis and there was a clear negative relationship between alpha power and P600 amplitude. We therefore think that further investigation of this relationship between beta power and P600 amplitude is warranted.

One way to probe the idea that lexical competitors are actively suppressed by resonance at low and middle gamma frequencies once a match is made between a pre-activated lexical item and the bottom-up linguistic input, is to use target words that are highly predicted but differ systematically in the number of potential competitors they have at that position in the sentence. For more competitors there should be more lateral inhibition of the error units for competing lexical representations and this should result in higher gamma power within that processing level compared to words with fewer competitors.

Since we have suggested that high gamma oscillations might be an index of the bottom-up propagation of prediction errors, we should test whether high gamma is present in the first place during sentence-level language comprehension, as well as under what conditions it is present and at (or between) which levels of the processing hierarchy. If high gamma is really an index of prediction error being sent up the processing hierarchy we might expect that it should increase for less predictable input (larger prediction error), and decrease for more predictable input (smaller prediction error). Another factor that could result in higher gamma power in this context is a shift in processing strategy to focus more on bottom-up information during comprehension (after for example a semantic or a syntactic violation). It may also be the case that prediction errors are ‘turned off’ (error units at that level do not send information to higher processing levels and so there should be little or no high
gamma) when there is a match between a strong prediction and the input. All of these avenues of investigation related to high gamma are interesting and deserve further experimental exploration.

We would also like to point out that we are aware of only a handful of studies (Magyari et al., 2014; Wang, Jensen, et al., 2012) investigating neural oscillations during sentence-level language comprehension that have employed source reconstruction techniques in order to investigate the cortical sources of the effects found with greater spatial precision. We think that the use of such methods could be highly beneficial, and a move in this direction will be extremely important if we are to properly investigate some of the predictive coding ideas we have been advocating here.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have suggested how the extant findings relating oscillatory neural dynamics in the beta and gamma frequency ranges to sentence-level language comprehension may be given a unified explanation under a predictive coding framework. We have proposed that beta activity reflects both the active maintenance of the current NCN responsible for the construction and representation of a sentence-level meaning, and the top-down propagation of predictions based on that meaning to lower levels of the processing hierarchy. Low and middle gamma synchrony is proposed to be related to a match between a highly predicted target word and bottom-up linguistic input, and to reflect resonance between representational and error units (related to the activated lexical item) at the current hierarchical level, as well as lateral inhibition of other error units (suppression of activity related to competing lexical representations) at that level. High-gamma on the other hand, we suggest might reflect the bottom-up propagation of prediction errors to higher hierarchical levels.

Our new predictive coding framework for sentence-level language comprehension is largely supported by the available empirical evidence, and offers clear and experimentally testable predictions. We have suggested a few concrete ideas for experiments that might test some of these predictions. In sum, we think that our proposal provides a useful framework within which to understand how the cognitive system responsible for sentence-level language comprehension dynamically recruits various neural networks responsible for the necessary representations and computations underlying sentence-level meaning construction, and how this is reflected in the measured oscillatory neural dynamics.
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